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Making do is what we do or some of us can or even choose to do do.  

Breck Omar Brunson’s studio practice is a fluid, unending experience, a function met 
daily. It’s minimal and void of fat; he sources found materials that unapologetically 
return his sculptures to a raw-as-scraps conjoining, barely yielding to an illusory  
permanence of an image. Then, upon closer inspection, the materials reveal  
their original form outside of the artist’s assemblage. With a keen knowledge of  
complexity Brunson uses the studio as the immediate study of that play between a 
call and response; lending nothing less but always more for us the viewer. 

Chuck Clayton, 2016, Peeled wall paint sourced from a job site, acrylic, 36” x 40”



Consider the work from Purpose, Purpose titled “Chuck Clayton,” Chuck was a  
character introduced into the Archie Comics series as a token African American 
in 1971. Clayton, an aspiring comic book artist, had a hard time maintaining and 
managing his social, romantic, and professional life; especially as they interfered with 
his artistic output. Brunson uses a window from a particular scene where Chuck is 
egged-on enough to resort to anger while pitching a baseball game. Switching out 
Chuck’s name for his own, Brunson instructs through surrogation. Is he the outsider 
being pushed around? He’s revealing a way that he’s had to live. Between the worlds 
of perception and his actual presence Brunson has had to deal with the nuanced 
ways of being a man of color. Like a consistent back and forth exchange that need 
not necessarily include reciprocity, Brunson has had to resort to conformity to make 
his surroundings and people around him more comfortable. A story shared amongst 
many people vilified beyond their own actual being. W. E. B. DuBois posited “double 
consciousness” as inherent to a multifaceted African American experience in America. 
Purpose, Purpose explores this duality with comedy and a critical sensibility. An  
exhibition rooted in the gospel of the sculptural ready-made, Brunson adds extra 
layers of transference from disclosing his own personal narrative.

The Host Age, 2016, Found materials, 3” x 18”



Straight Up and Down Like That, 2016, Found frame, Artist hair, 5” x 7”

Breck Omar Brunson and I immediately became friends many years ago with a desire 
to learn from one another. Exchanging skills, we bonded. Now, he is an exceptional 
woodworker and currently working as an independent contractor in San Francisco. 
When we initially met, I gained an insight about construction that I still pull from  
to this day; Breck got to learn the entire Adobe Suite from me. Now sharing a  
communal warehouse in San Francisco with thirteen other people, Brunson frames 
out and displays work in his bedroom as he always has. He constantly reshapes and 
rearranges his space. Brunson is wary of any tidy, steady studio layout, and instead 
delves deeper into his philosophical approach to art making through by forgoing  
the goal of permanence with continuous rummaging and motion. 



Keith Cadet, 2016, Found materials, a slowed down version of Keith Sweat’s Make it Last Forever, Dimensions variable



Brunson works with an impressive practice absent of any preciousness toward  
tradition mainly because he has surpassed permanence to a degree that translates  
into his output. He pushes our expectations of what we as viewers deem laborious 
enough for engagement. Approaching identity and craft with playful rudimentary 
juxtapositions, Breck never runs out of materials. With consistent observation, a walk 
or bike ride home can become a place to source, an art store opens up. Nothing is  
off limits, Brunson just has to be drawn to the object. Once scooped, the object 
immediately becomes arranged with another, or maybe it sits for a week until it finally 
is paired up. If they match, then, that’s that! There’s a spiritual intuition that exudes 
from Breck’s way of working. No fear or second guessing, just an onward forward 
motion. Even when something gets glued wrong or cut off, it becomes an unforeseen  
node or a new layer. 

We can trust this progressive way of art making not just because Brunson has made 
it, but because it is tied to his poetic standing down on existential matters. His work 
shines with the imprint of youthful inventiveness, pushes defiance on matters of 

Untitled, 2016, Found curtains, Dimensions variable



Still from Mel Brooks’ Young Frankenstien, at the moment Madeline Kahn’s character Elizabeth asks “Excuse me darling. 
Tell me, exactly what is it that you do do?”

simple racial scripts and assumptions, especially now that he has approached  
middle-age. Flipping the script like Mel Brooks would, Breck is not afraid of the  
obvious. He’s willing to get you to react. Brunson says, “I rely on seeing people  
interact with these sculptures. This interaction is a way for me to give back.” Breck 
also laughingly mentions the moment in the film Young Frankenstein when Madeline 
Kahn’s character Elizabeth asks “Excuse me darling. Tell me, exactly what is it that you 
do do?” It’s silly, revelatory and like comedy a vanguard of our collective values and 
pushed boundaries. If Breck wants to make us chuckle as we take on deep wounds 
then let’s play. 

We present Purpose, Purpose as our second solo presentation at SSS from our series 
called SSSLOVES. These exhibitions act as love letters to our friends producing  
work and generating ideas that we are subjectively thrilled by. Purpose, Purpose  
includes new works using found urban detritus, projection, paint, photography and 
the revelations of a life lived as an ‘other’. Breck Omar Brunson was born  
outside of Philadelphia in 1975. He received his Bachelor of Fine Arts from the 
Corcoran College of Art + Design and his work has been included in various group 
and solo exhibitions nationally and internationally.



Fist (Knucks), 2016, Digital C-Print, 16” x 20”


